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2.  Two numbers, 0 and 1 

Objectives 

 Understand place-value number systems 

 Convert numbers from one base to another — decimal (base 10), 

binary (base 2), hexadecimal (base 16), etc. 

 Decode RGB color values used in computer systems 

 Learn how letters and numbers are encoded in computers 

 Make sense of giga-, nano-, and so on 

 

You probably know already that on the inside, computers are all about ones and 

zeros, but what does that really mean?  Do they have to be just ones and zeros?  

Are there really ones and zeros running around in there? 

 No and no. 

 Think about the wiring in, say, a house.  It‘s got lots of pathways and 

switches and light bulbs and other devices, and if you don‘t like the 

configuration of any of these components, you can change it.  Might be easy, 

might be hard. 

 Computers are made up of pathways and switches, too — millions of them 

— and, thinking of the screen now, bulbs that go on and off, plus other devices.  

What shows up on the screen depends on how the switches are set, literally!  

You don‘t hear them clanking open and shut because they‘re solid state 

transistors with no moving parts.   

 The ones and zeros are a computer scientist‘s shorthand for whether the 

switches are open or closed.  We don‘t have to call them one and zero:  it would 

be just as effective to call them high and low (as in voltage) or true and false (as 

in logic), and indeed we sometimes do, depending on the context of the 

moment.  Ones and zeros are quick to write, and if the context is arithmetic, 

well, how convenient that they‘re already numbers, no? 

 The bottom line, though, is that our computers, all of them, are massive 

collections of startlingly simple two-state or binary devices, all arranged just so 

in circuits like household wiring multiplied millions of times over.  The 

arrangements of the devices, if not the devices themselves, are so complex that 

they are no longer designed by people but rather by computer programs, and 

the transistors themselves are so small that millions of them (and the wires that 

connect them, too) fit on a chip the size of a baby‘s fingernail. 

 Could we get the same result without being binary?  They tried, with dials 

instead of switches, but it turned out to be a more reliable process to translate 

everything into binary and back again than to make real-valued analogs of the 

world with dials. 
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Understanding how everyday ideas like numbers, letters, and colors are 

converted into ones and zeros is fundamental computer science.  These ideas 

are cool inventions!  Moreover, I believe that learning about them helps you 

appreciate and remember that to get good work out of a computer, you need to 

do the thinking:  you define the work and describe it very exactly to ye old box 

of rocks, because rocks don‘t know anything and never will.  You will ultimately 

tell the rocks how to carry out your ideas in the programming part of this 

course. 

 The objectives enumerated above are all discussed in the video for this unit, 

as well as in many math and computer science books.   


